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Figure 3. Herschel SEDs of the Fornax bright galaxy sample. The SEDs
are ordered with the coldest galaxy at the top.
a single temperature modified blackbody. The method is identical
to that used for the Virgo galaxies and is fully described in Davies
et al. (2012). In summary, we use a power-law dust emissivity
κλ = κ0(λ0/λ)β , with spectral index β = 2 and emissivity κ0 =
0.192 m2 kg−1 at λ0 = 350µm. The monochromatic flux densities
measured from the images, as reported in Table 1, come from the
pipeline calibration. They have been derived from the passband-
weighted flux density (measured by the instruments), applying a
colour correction for a flat energy spectrum (Fν ∝ ν−1). When
doing the fit to the data points, we first remove this correction and
then apply our own colour correction to the pipeline monochromatic
fluxes densities. The colour corrections are given in table 3 of Davies
et al. (2012). The model fit to the data was obtained with a standard
χ2 minimization technique.
Plotting the data given in Table 1 shows that the majority of galax-
ies are simply and well fitted by this single temperature-modified
blackbody curve with fixed emissivity index; the fits are shown in
Fig. 3 (ordered by increasing temperature). This good correspon-
dence of the data with a single modified blackbody curve is essen-
tially the same result we obtained for Virgo (Davies et al. 2012;
see also Boselli et al. 2012; Dale et al. 2012). The most notable
discrepant point is that at 100µm for NGC 1437B. As with many
Fornax galaxies when compared to Virgo, there is no literature dis-
cussion of NGC 1437B that we can find. It is described as an I0
galaxy in NED and as an edge-on Sd in Thomas et al. (2008). There
is a GALEX image that shows that there is star formation in bright
‘clumps’ and it clearly looks as though it has been disturbed in
some way by the local environment. Presumably the excess 100µm
emission is due to warm dust heated by this on-going star forma-
tion. NGC 1427A and NGC 1437A both have what might be excess
emission at 500µm, but it is difficult to be sure because there are
only four data points and the modified blackbody fit is not so good.
Note that NGC 1399 is omitted from Fig. 3 because we only have
one flux density measurement at 500µm.
Derived dust masses and temperatures are in the range
106.54−8.35 M⊙ and 14.6–24.2 K, respectively (106.22−8.17 M⊙ and
12.8–27.2 K for Virgo). Prior to the availability of observations
at wavelengths longer than about 100µm, calculated galaxy dust
masses and temperatures from surveys similar to HeViCS and
HeFoCS were typically 106.6 M⊙ and 30–50 K, respectively (taken
from Soifer et al. 1987 where they have 31 galaxies in common
with HeViCS; see also Devereux & Young 1990). This confirms
the need for longer wavelength observations (λ > 160µm) to sam-
ple the Rayleigh–Jeans tail of the SED and detect the colder dust
component in galaxies.
3.3 Stellar mass
We have calculated stellar masses (MStar) for each galaxy (Table 3)
using the prescription given in Bell et al. (2003), i.e.
logMstar = −0.359+ 0.21(B − V )+ log LHL⊙
,
where LH has been calculated using an H-band absolute magnitude
for the Sun of M⊙H = 3.32. MH and (B − v) values have been
taken from NED. Because of the lack of data, for NGC 1427A and
NGC 1437A the stellar masses have been calculated solely from
their B-band magnitudes using a B-band magnitude for the Sun of
M⊙B = 5.47.
3.4 Gas mass
Where available (8 out of 11 galaxies), we have taken the 21 cm
spectral line flux integral (STot, Jy km s−1) for each galaxy from NED
and used the distances given in Table 1 to obtain atomic hydrogen
gas masses (MH I, M⊙). The masses have been obtained using the
standard formula
MH I = 2.4× 105d2MpcSTot.
Atomic hydrogen gas masses are given in Table 3 along with dust
and stellar mass.
Derived from CO observations there are four detections and three
upper limits on the molecular hydrogen masses of these galaxies
(Horellou, Casoli & Dupraz 1995). NC1365, NGC 1386, NGC 1436
and ESO358-G063 have Log(MH2 ) equal to 10.3, 8.3, 7.7 and 8.6,
respectively. There is almost a factor of 2 more molecular hydrogen
in NGC 1365 than atomic, and NGC 1386 is surprisingly detected
in CO, but not H I. NGC 1351A, NGC 1350 and NGC 1387 all have
upper limits on their molecular gas masses that are in each case
more than a factor of 10 less than their atomic hydrogen masses.
We have not incorporated this molecular gas data into Table 3 or
discussed it further, so this paper is directly comparable with the
equivalent paper on Virgo, where we have not included molecular
gas masses (Davies et al. 2012). In the above, we have takenXCO =
3× 1020 cm2 (K km s−1)−1.
3.5 Mass densities
By simply dividing the total mass in each component by the vol-
ume sampled [∼12.9(7.2) Mpc3], we can calculate the cluster mass
densities. Provided the luminosity distributions in each far-infrared
band are peaked, the total cluster dust mass should be well con-
strained by our sample galaxies unless there is a significant dust
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A MBB is generally a good description at 
λ > 100𝜇m (Davies+11; Auld+13)
<Td> = 20K; 105 < Mdust /M☉< 108 (Auld+13)
Higher Td for higher Luminosities:
• for early type galaxies (Boselli+ 2010; 
Skibba+11; Smith+2012; Auld+13; Di 
Serego+2013)
• within bulge-dominated areas 
(Engelbracht+10)
Average SED properties
Most of the mass (98%) heated by a 
<ISRF> ∼ 2 ⨉LISRF (U=2)
(Dale+11, Aniano+11, Ciesla+14, Hunt+15)
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KINGFISH (Kennicutt+11)U and Σd decreases with radius (Hunt+2015)
Sλ decreases with radius, with flatter 
gradients for larger λ. Σd gradient = 2 ⨉ Σ★
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Different dust properties in the outskirts?
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KINGFISH (Kennicutt+11)U and Σd decreases with radius (Hunt+2015)
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Gradient in the absorption cross section 
spectral index β found in resolved  MBB 
fits of M31 (Smith+12) and M33 (Tabatabaei+14). 
Different dust properties in the outskirts?
SPIRE color-color plots suggest β=1.5 (Boselli+12)
BUT: temperature mixing  at smaller U can mimic gradients in β (Hunt+15)
fabs=Ldust/Lbolo
The fraction of luminosity absorbed by dust
On average, 30% of the bolometric luminosity is absorbed and re-emitted by dust 
grains (Soifer+91; Xu+95; Popescu+02, Skibba+11, Davies+12, Viaene+16)
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ETGs
Sa-Sb, spiral
with big bulges
S0-Sa,
rings?
Dwarfs Sd-Im,
high sSFR
(Remy-Ruyer+15,
de Vis+17)
Cosmic Background
fabs=50%
(Franceschini &
Rodighiero+17)
Dependence on stellar & dust
mass build-up, and on the
geometry evolution
fabs=25%, but large scatter
and dependence on Lbolo
Dust Emission and Star Formation Rate
What heats the dust?
UV from young stars: smaller luminosity, 
high dust extinction, higher Td
NIR from old stars: higher luminosity, 
lower dust extinction, lower Td
Comparison between FIR color gradients and tracers of SFR and Mstar shows 
galaxy-to-galaxy variations with no single recipes (Bendo+10,12,15)
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What heats the dust?
UV from young stars: smaller luminosity, 
high dust extinction, higher Td
NIR from old stars: higher luminosity, 
lower dust extinction, lower Td
Comparison between FIR color gradients and tracers of SFR and Mstar shows 
galaxy-to-galaxy variations with no single recipes (Bendo+10,12,15)
Also MIR bands can have a significant contribution from cold dust/old stars (M33, 
Calapa+13; M83, Lu+14; Jones+15) 
Correction for obscured SFR are not universal and needs to be calibrated on 
local conditions, e.g. using sSFR (Boquien+16)
Radiative Transfer Studies
M51: heating by young stars dominates 
the FIR SED 
M31: old stars (mainly from the bulge) 
dominates. 
face on galaxies: more complexity, but no energy balance problem!
(M51, De Looze+14; M31, Viaene+17; DustPedia galaxies, in prep.)  
M51
• Stellar templates from observations
• Vertical geometry from edge-on fits
• As much dust as needed, scaled on 
AV from TIR/UV (Cortese+08)
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the FIR SED 
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Fig. 12. Density plots of the dust heating fraction from unevolved stellar populations Funev. vs. a number of physical parameters, obtained from
HELGA IV. A red colour indicates a small number of data points in that area of the plot, yellow at a large number. Kendall’s correlation coe cient
⌧ is given in each panel. First row: dust mass, stellar mass, dust-to-stellar mass ratio. Second row: star formation rate, specific SFR, temperature of
the cold dust in the ISM. The black line is a best fit linear model, the green line is the relation found by De Looze et al. (2014) for M51. Parameters
are derived according to the MAGPHYS SED model.
– The model is able to reproduce the observed morphologies
fairly well from FUV to submm wavelengths. The median
(absolute value) deviation between model and observations
across all bands is 22%. The flux in the rings is generally
underestimated, and the flux in the inter-ring regions is over-
estimated. Lowering the vertical scale height of the galaxy
somewhat mitigates this e↵ect, but cannot resolve it. The dis-
crepancies are a combination of deprojection e↵ects, varia-
tions in the nature and size distribution of the dust grains,
and the subgrid treatment of the star-forming regions. With
an inclination of 77.5 , M 31 is about the limiting case for
these kind of deprojected radiative transfer models.
– The dust in Andromeda is mainly heated by the evolved stel-
lar populations. From a 3D analysis of the radiation field,
we find that 91% of absorbed stellar radiation originates in
evolved stellar populations. This high value is mainly due to
the bright bulge, which dominates the radiation field out to
the main star-forming ring at 10 kpc. Inside and beyond the
star-forming ring, the contribution of unevolved stellar pop-
ulations (i.e. ionising and non-ionising young stellar popula-
tions) to the radiation field increases, but usually remains in
the 10 30% range.
– The sSFR (and its observational counterpart, NUV   r
colour) is a promising tracer for the total dust heating
fraction and thus for the relative contributions to the total IR
emission. We find that regions in M31 match the best fit rela-
tion derived from M51 pixels. In fact, the two datasets make
a rather smooth and continuous sequence. More research is
required to assess whether sSFR (and NUV   r) is a general
tracer of dust heating fractions in galaxies at a local scale.
Our study has shown that the heating of dust by stellar popula-
tions is a complex problem with a large influence of geometry
in three dimensions. E↵ects like non-local heating make it dif-
ficult to draw conclusions from 2D “on-sky” analysis. The con-
tribution of evolved stellar populations is dominant in M31, and
can also be significant in other galaxies. One should therefore
be careful to directly link dust emission to the properties of un-
evolved stellar populations.
As a final remark, we want to underline that this is one of the
first attempts to construct a detailed geometrical model of stars
and dust of a resolved and moderately inclined galaxy, based
purely on 3D radiative transfer simulations. Because 3D radia-
tive transfer models are computationally demanding, we were
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M31
M51
Mdust correlates with Mstar, Z, SFR, as a result of known stellar mass-metallicity 
relation, SK-relation, ‘bigger has more’ effect (Santini+14, Remy-Ruyer+15)
Dust scaling relations
Mdust/Mstar decreases with Mstar and increases with sSFR (da Cunha+10,
Cortese+12, De Vis+17a). Mdust/Mstar is smaller for early types (Cortese+10)
De Vis+17a
Dust and galaxy evolution
Mdust/Mbaryons increases as a galaxy evolves (gas fraction decreases), reaching a 
maximum at a gas fraction 0.5 
Trends can be explained with a reduced dust production rate in SN, as expected
from destruction in the SN reverse shock (Marassi+15, Bocchio+16), plus grain 
growth in the ISM (Draine+09). Similar conclusions with semi-analitic models 
(Ginolfi+17)
Chemical evolution models compared to various physical quantities (De Vis+17b)
Dust and gas scaling relations
Σd gradient in between those of molecular and atomic gas
Larger number of objects with gas observations in the DustPedia sample
(Casasola+17; next talk)
Dust flux correlates well 
with CO (1-0) flux, 
and Mdust with Mgas
(Corbelli+12, Groves+13)
SF correlates with CO even at scales < 100 pc (Casasola+15)
CO(3-2) correlates with F100 (dense environments-SF), while CO(2-1) and 
HI with Fsubmm (diffuse medium; Bourne+13)
Mdust=DGR ⨉ (MHI + MH2)Variations on a formula
• Assume a constant DGR to derive XCO
Alternative Mdust/Mgas from the observed
metallicity gradient and dust-to-metal from
depletion in the MW (Magrini+11)
XCO ∼ 1/Z (Boselli+02)
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• Use the FIR SED, Z, MHI, XCO, ICO to derive 
the dust properties
It assumes that a fixed fraction of metals goes into 
grains (James+02). Dust absorption cross-section 
a factor 2-3 smaller than grain models (Clark+16)
Dust in the intergalactic medium
Dust is removed from galaxies in clusters 
• ram-pressure stripping (Cortese+10a,12,17)
• tidal interaction
Dust in ETGs is not correlated to
the stellar component, external
origin? (Smith+12)
In passively evolving ETGs dust
is not detected (Clemens+10)
Cortese+10a
NGC4438 (Cortese+10b)
M86 (Gomez+10)
Dust in the intergalactic medium
Dust is removed from galaxies in clusters 
• ram-pressure stripping (Cortese+10a,12,17)
• tidal interaction
Cortese+10a
NGC4438 (Cortese+10b)
M86 (Gomez+10)
Dust detected in the halo up to 2 kpc
NGC891 @ 160𝜇m
Bocchio+16
Stacking analysis shows that
dust extends up to 2 R25 (Smith+16)
and can explain QSO reddening (Menard+10)
Yet, dust emission
cannot be seen in the
Intra Cluster Medium
Bianchi+17
Virgo Cluster
Summary
Dust properties highly uncertain and so dust masses:
• Estimates using MW grain models differ by a factor of 3!
• Is the MW high-latitude dust the correct benchmark?
• Different properties in atomic and molecular gas?
• Only differential estimates?
Dust emission in nearby galaxies reveals:
• a variety in dust geometry w.r.t. stars and gas;
• a variety of heating agents;
• the evolution of dust mass/heating/geometry.
